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Special Feature  

CONNECT  

So, If It’s Not About The War…?   
 

 2205 PD 

 Could it be about a bigger and wider objective - and one Biden wants to lead? 

1 On 24feb22 Russia invaded Ukraine to complete a Special 
Mission.  The Russian leadership has not said or declared that it 
wished to take-over Ukraine – instead, Russia described it as a 
mission with particular objectives. 
  

 

 Two days later, 26feb22, Biden approved funding for the conflict 
– in support of Ukraine – to the tune of $350m.  This was the first 
in a lengthening list of approvals the US has made to help 
promote and escalate the conflict. 
The more you see of this backstory the more it reveals. 
 

 

2 The financial support the US has given to bolster this war is staggering! 
The table looks like this right now – but it goes on as you will see. 
 
Feb 26: $350m: Biden approves military aid for Ukraine: Reuters 
Mar 16: $800m: Biden announces $800 million in military aid: The NY Times 
Mar 30: $500m: Ukraine to receive additional aid: NBC News 
Apr 12: $750m: US announces more in weapons for Ukraine: Reuters 
May 6: $150m: Biden announces new Ukraine weapons package: Reuters 
 

3 In my article – This Is More Than Just Madness! - ref 2185 NA I said this. 
 
“What has been abundantly clear to me – monitoring the world news on a 
daily basis as I do in my role – is that there is a totally unexplainable charge 
towards escalating the Russia Ukraine conflict – and to levels which can 
hardly be imagined.  And that charge is being fuelled by western nation 
states. In particular, the US, and certainly the UK.” 
 
Looking at the above funding amounts – their size, their frequency and the 
pattern they draw in the records – it is difficult to put aside the idea that there 
has to be another reason behind what we are told is happening. 
 

4 One would think – like any peace-loving critical thinker – that the world 
would be talking about scaling back, slowing down and preaching the sense 
of stopping all conflict in favour of a sit-down, round table chat - over a latte. 
 
But NO.  Not even a whisper of such a thing.  Instead, the US is leading the 
world – followed close behind by the UK and a puppet PM – into upscaling 
the conflict with every possibility of widespread destruction everywhere.    
 

https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_1c9b7664da3a40cbb4173b1e25211fb7.pdf
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And before we get to that widespread destruction – we are beginning to see 
widespread destruction of economies, food and energy supplies.  Why?  
 
This is where we have come to, ladies and gentlemen – peace-loving critical 
thinkers of the world that you are.  Our world is being destroyed in 
unimaginable ways right before our eyes and no one in government seems 
to want to put the brakes on.  Why is that?   
Are you thinking what I am thinking? 
 

5 Take a read of this article by a lawyer and journalist.  What he has to say will 
not only underline what I have said already, but he will take the story a little 
further still.  What he talks about is the passion with which Biden and the 
whole of congress – ie both sides - are united on fuelling the Ukraine conflict. 
 
The author describes how Biden went to congress to ask for an additional 
military support package for Ukraine – a thumping $33Billion.  They turned 
Biden down. They - in congress – said, it wasn’t enough!   
They sanctioned $40Billion instead. 
And it’s not even their money.   
 
If the Russian leadership were of a mind – and they may yet be shown to 
have that mind – they could declare outright war on the US.  And that will 
sensibly be justified due to the massive involvement which the US has taken. 
God forbid that happens of course. 
 
My more than strong suspicion – critical thinkers of this world – is that there 
is more happening than meets the eye – coming as that does from the BBC 
and all other mainstream media channels which carry the stories out of 
Ukraine delivered and authorised by our governments.   
 
The author - GG - of the article I refer you to, has a history of delving into to 
dark holes exposed by whistle-blowers.  He was front and centre in a 2014 
documentary film about one American whistle-blower in particular.   
It is a fascinating watch and tells us even more about the surveillance 
business which the UK government is involved in.  The US has been envious 
of how GCHQ keep tabs on everyone in the UK – with a system called 
Tempora. 
 
This is what Wikipedia tells us about that UK system. 

Tempora is the codeword for a formerly-secret computer system that 
is used by the British Government Communications Headquarters. This 
system is used to buffer most Internet communications that are 
extracted from fibre-optic cables, so these can be processed and 
searched at a later time. 

 
What Tempora provides however is likely to be a pimple on the rear-end of a 
bull elephant in comparison to the US system which is now operational.  That 
system – based in Bluffdale near Salt Lake City, Utah – apparently has a truly 
mind-boggling capacity which you previously would have only associated 
with a sci-fi - or James Bond film. 
 

https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_1f6eaf8ec11a44b88718926a83cc73a7.pdf
https://www.imdb.com/video/vi2548870937/?playlistId=tt4044364&ref_=tt_ov_vi
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That capacity – according to the whistle-blower can: 
 
Collect and store 
All electronic traffic for all 7billion of us: 
Being emails – attachments to emails - phone conversations – text messages 
– google searches – banking transactions, train tickets, flight tickets and 
everything that involves IT in some form or another… including most probably 
things like Alexa for private conversations at home… for the next 100 years. 
 
Speaking of Alexa – PM Johnson gives reference to it in his UN speech.  He 
talks about people having secrets from their loved ones – but not from 
google.  He is talking about state surveillance of course. 
 
He also mentions anti-vaxxers being anti-science.  Some of the most 
prominent doctors and scientists in the world who are anti-c19 inoculation 
are in no way anti-science or anti the vaccinations of the past.  Those of the 
past were contrived along traditional lines whereas the vaccines PM Johnson 
talks about, are a world apart.  They are not vaccines, but gene therapy – 
dispensing packages within the human body with nanobots smaller than a 
cell.  Sounds exciting – until you delve deeper.     
 
Thanks to another whistle-blower – WB, a very clever American 
mathematician who worked for the US security agencies for decades and 
designed the system now in use at Bluffdale – we know that the content 
gathered and stored can be labelled, indexed and stored for later searches 
at any time – within the next 100yrs - and counting we assume. 
 
It means – I suppose – that if for example your name was flagged as a 
person of interest and placed on their Watch List – your profile and 
everything collected about you, from all electronic sources, can be called up 
for examination. 
 
The above-mentioned film reveals that in 2013, the American NSA had 1 point 
2 million names on their Watch List.  Do watch it – and prepare to be amazed.   
 
This – as you will imagine - has all been kept secret from the American 
people.  That alone should tell the American people – and all peace-loving 
critical thinkers – that what the US government have been planning is not 
innocent.  It’s not even for protection – at least not the American people’s 
protection!  
 
They will say – and have said – we are doing this to protect the American 
people from terrorists.  But another way of looking at this – is that it’s really 
about protecting those in government from the American people.  And the 
American people have been paying for that benefit. 
 

6 Speaking of terrorists, there are basically two main types. 
There are the types which are labelled as such - but aren’t.   
These are the types who attacked the twin towers in NY – but didn’t really, 
according to so much evidence that points to a false flag operation. 
 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/6Z8RO7wjo7JD/
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Then there are the types which are grown out of hatred for what the US does 
in the field of international operations - which few of us know about and even 
fewer understand.  Julian Assange published material about those 
operations, leaked to him by whistle-blowers.  The US want to make an 
example of him to ensure people don’t publish a version of the truth which 
doesn’t fit with the US government’s version.  Assange is currently held in a 
UK prison in London awaiting extradition to the US for trial.  
 
If extradition happens, then his trial is expected to take years to come to 
court and - if it does – will conclude with imprisonment for several life terms.  
He will serve as a great lesson for any would be publisher of information 
which the US government labels as being false.  Free Speech ends here!  
 
The Guantanamo Bay stories are eye-opening in the extreme.  If ever the US 
were to release those still kept captive there – releases which the US courts 
have sanctioned but their rulings have been ignored by the US government – 
there would be thousands more terrorists.  Such terrorists would be bred 
from those angered by the wrongful imprisonment and torture of 
countrymen who many regard as being totally innocent.  
And the probability is that they would be found right – given what has come 
to light since.  It should be noted that those still imprisoned in Cuba under US 
jurisdiction have never been charged – let alone seen a courtroom.  
 
These are deep and troubling stories in their own right. 
But let’s return now to the Russia Ukraine story. 
 

7 Could it be for example that the US has a determination to do all in its power 
to destroy the very nation it has had in its crosswires since 1945?  The US, our 
own UK government and others around the world have had us all believe 
that our common enemy are the Soviets and the Russian people.  Could it be 
that Russia is the last major power with enough clout to stop the US and its 
under-hand tactics to gain military and economic dominance in the world? 
 
The Russian leader Putin once asked the out-going US president Clinton, if 
Russia could join NATO – as a demonstration that it meant no harm to other 
nations and would assist in world stability.  Putin’s request was rejected. 
 
It is perhaps true, that the US have it in for Russia - and this latest upset with 
Ukraine now gives the US the chance to weaken and destabilise this 
otherwise peaceful nation.  The trouble is - the strategy being followed by 
the US – with the US followed by a number of other nations – is causing 
untold harm and loss of life in Europe.  All the time, not one American military 
person has been lost in the process – and is unlikely to be.   
 

8 A read of the documents referred to below may shock some critical thinkers.  
It tells the story of how the US has been plotting to bring down another 
nation – explaining the tactics the US has/is employing to do just that.  The 
non-profit organisation which has produced the documents is known as 
Rand.  A commentator known as EGTV does a most enlightening exposure 
on this organisation. 
 

https://www.rand.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QsgvYwFIVgM
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Readers may like to form an opinion based upon these two Rand documents. 
Document ONE - Overextending and Unbalancing Russia 
Document TWO - Extending Russia 
 

9 To look at the events in Ukraine from another angle. 
 
The stated ambition of Biden is for the US to lead the world and head the 
New World Order.  This is talked about in some detail on sites such as the 
World Economic Forum –WEF - the organisation headed by Klaus Schwab. 
Tied into the plans of the WEF is The Great Reset.  
This is about the elite coming to own everything you currently own BUT 
leaving you happier – can you believe?  The elite then being even happier! 
 
On the subject of The New World Order Biden wishes to lead us to, you will 
find this article an interesting read.  It will test our thoughts about so much.  
NWO Report published this - A detailed look at The ‘New World Order’.  
 
The fine print on this subject indicates that it will be achieved by crashing the 
economies of the entire world and rebirthing it with a brand-new monetary 
system.  That system will be entirely electronic and controlled by the state in 
every way – to the extent of controlling what we spend, where we spend 
AND importantly – if we can spend at all.  This idea is not being denied! 
 
China has been testing the idea - of the state controlling people’s money - on 
its own population.  The people complied – being rendered powerless! 
The questions are – will you comply – will you be rendered powerless? 
 
What’s happening in Ukraine could well be the first steps to crashing the 
economies of the entire world.  With people becoming desperate for money 
– for food - for heat, it is easy to imagine, for me at least, that people will 
accept a new shiny system – if that will keep them alive and warm in 
desperate circumstances.  That is – even if it does mean giving up their 
possessions to the elite in the process.  Could we be happier?  Not me! 
 
Does this all, sound MAD to you? 
Of course, it does – and straight from a sci-fi film script. 
But it appears to be true nonetheless - and the film will be made one day.   
Listen to this:  A letter to the future.  It’s enlightening and thought provoking! 
 
But, without those answers to these questions – questions about where we 
are all heading and why aren’t governments doing all in their power to de-
escalate the conflict in Ukraine - there is nothing to confirm that these ideas 
are just that, ideas - somebody’s mad conspiracy theory.  
 

10 What then is the real reason for Biden pumping money into the Ukraine 
conflict – like there’s NO tomorrow?  Perhaps there IS no tomorrow in our 
world.  Perhaps we’re heading for what he sees as his New World Order. 
 
Looking on the bright side though.  
We may own nothing – but we will be happier – they are telling us. 
And the elite will be happier still. 

https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_briefs/RB10014.html
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR3063.html
https://www.weforum.org/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/R6UrmMZFwzbl/
https://nworeport.me/2022/05/15/a-detailed-and-extensive-look-at-the-history-of-the-new-world-order-from-days-long-ago-through-today-proof-an-unelected-and-secretive-cabal-rules-over-the-world-hiding-in-plain-sight/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=letter+to+the+future+james+corbett&t=chromentp&iax=videos&ia=videos&iai=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DWnu8VyFKsCE
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 We have said this before and will repeat it here again. 
CONNECT does not know the truth.  Like a growing number of others - we 
only have questions.  The longer time goes on - and in that time - if those 
positioned to provide the answers to those questions don’t – then the 
questions will get far louder, far more numerous and far more testing. 
 
Silence is not confirmation of innocence. 
Instead, their silence is rather more telling - telling their conformation of guilt. 
 

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: David Charles 

 Source: CONNECT-M3: Magazine 

3 LINK Article: “This Is More Than Just Madness!” - ref 2185 NA 

5 LINK Trailer: Citizen Four 

5 LINK PM Johnson speech at the UN 

8 LINK The Rand organisation 

8 LINK Rand: Document ONE - Overextending and Unbalancing Russia 

8 LINK Rand: Document TWO - Extending Russia 

8 LINK Commentator: EGTV  

9 LINK World Economic Forum 

9 LINK The Great Reset – Explained in 340sec 

9 LINK NWO Report: A detailed look at The ‘New World Order’. 

9 LINK James Corbett: A letter to the future 
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 Opportunity to join the CONNECT team and network 

 END 

 

 

https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/connect-m3

